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Hollywood Dreams
Swedish Erotica

I think it s an incredible song and i figured the chords goin on it 
i figured the lyrics too so im not sure theyre right
enjoy 

Tabbed By Gilad201

Intro: B , E , F#

        B
See the girl at the bus stop
E
standing with a suitcase
F#
looking lost

B
feeling like merilin 
E                   F#
back in ninty fifty five

     G#m                   E
she stands in the pouring rain 
     G#m               E
wishing she was home again
         G#m                                       F#
and she cant keep the water from running into her eyes
B               E              F#
happy birthday baby- but a big surprise

E                   F#                               B
wave goodbye to the small town eyes and your mama s love
E                    F#              B
and say hello to the realife jungle scene
E                            F#                     B
the things going down at the books you read, never said about
E                        F#                        B
You might get nightmares living at your hollywood dreams

        B                     E                     F#
leather man says hi, wants to give you a try in the movie game
    B                         E                     F#
he takes you to a room with a camra and a bottle of wine
G#m                      E
you stand on the camra lens 
G#m                    E



he tells you just, to pretend
G#m                                                F# 
then he spring his click, and you play apart just by

 
    E                  F#                         B
so wave goodbye to the small town eyes and your mama s love
E                    F#              B
and say hello to the realife jungle scene
E                            F#                     B
the things going down at the books you read, never said about
E                        F#                        B
You might get nightmares living at your hollywood dreams
dont you know...

(Solo)

B , E , F#

G#m                F#         E
now the wheels go round and round
G#m          F#             E
on the run towards to the town
G#m       F#         E
Action, Lights and Sound 
E                         F#
you know these times, you learn the lies

E                        F#                        B
You might get nightmares living at your hollywood dreams

and then the backing vocal start:

B                        E                   F#
You might get nightmares living at all your hollywood dreams
B                        E                        F#
You might get nightmares living at your hollywood dreams 

that s it :D 
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